This paper investigates the accuracy of a new method for estimating the value of the peak inflation drag sustained by slow-landing cargo and personnel parachutes without ever using load cell or accelerometer data. The method is based on equations derived from the Momentum-Impulse Theorem, used together with the known steady-descent rate of the parachute-payload system and the known drop conditions. Most importantly, the calculation involves using also the value of the actual inflation time measured from the video of the inflation sequence. The method is validated by comparing with the load cell and video data of over 60 instrumented drops and jumps collected by the authors and by others. 
Introduction
The experimental determination of the maximum drag force F max generated during parachute inflation is traditionally carried out via the use of either load cells or accelerometers. Unfortunately, such instruments are only part of a parachute-payload system during prototyping and R&D testing, and as such are absent during operational testing, or more importantly, during the field use of the production version of the system. And yet there will be situations when the value of F max generated by such non-instrumented systems will be sought, for example after a deployment malfunction, or after being used outside the original drop condition envelope. Given the wide availability of video coverage in the parachute engineering field and in skydiving, there is a way to at least estimate F max, by actually using such video data. This approach is made possible by formulas derived from the Momentum-Impulse (MI) Theorem. As described in [1, 2] , the use of the MI Theorem provides not only exact formulas, but also welldefined approximations that relate the value of the maximum opening force to that of the duration of the opening. The Theorem has been used to study a wide variety of parachute applications already, including parachute clusters and parachute dis-reefing, as well as parachute systems moving under rocket power during inflation [2 -5] .
Momentum-Impulse Theorem
The MI theorem links, via Newton's 2 nd law of motion, the momentum change of a parachute-payload system to the time integral of the net external forces acting on it. Focusing on the momentum and force components along the fall trajectory of an inflating parachute, one has the following expression, which involves the time-varying parachute drag force F D (t) and the parachute-payload weight component tangential to the trajectory [1] :
Here m and W refer to the total mass and weight of the combined parachute-payload system respectively (but without the "added air" mass). The flight angle θ(t) is defined so that a 0° -value corresponds to a parachute-payload system falling straight down, and a 90°-value to a system traveling horizontally (and to the right). As in reference [1] , V(t i )≡V i and V(t f )≡V f , and refer to the parachute-payload tangential speeds at the beginning and end of the inflation process respectively. Note that with this notation, both V i and V f are positive as long as 0° < θ(t) < 90°; moreover, the drag force is negative, i.e. F D (t) < 0. Equation (1) is re-written in terms of the maximum parachute drag force F max as follows:
where
The negative sign in (2) arises from assuming F max > 0. Note that reference [2] provides a generalization of equation (2) to include external forces other than gravity, such as the force provided by pusher-type rockets or retro-rockets. The drag integral I F if in (3) contains the information related to the normalized shape of the F D -vs.-t curve, and is a measurement of the area under that curve. This integral is such that inflation drag evolutions involving a nearly constant force during the entire opening will be characterized by I F if ~ 1, while evolutions characterized by a tall but very narrow inflation peak will yield I F if << ½. More discussions on the value of I F if and drag evolution follow in the next section. Finally, note that equations (2) and (3) are also expressed in terms of the inflation duration (t f -t i ), the very observable that will be obtained from the video coverage of the inflation sequence. From these equations one obtains the value of F max as follows:
This expression relates F max not only to inflation duration, but also to the initial descent rate V i that is usually measured at the time of suspension line stretch, and to the descent rate V f that is sustained at the end of inflation (i.e. end of canopy opening). The amazing thing about this expression is that F max does not depend explicitly on the parachute construction dimensions. Such dependence is, of course, implicit in the actual values of the inflation duration (t f -t i ) and of integral I F if , as well as of V i and V f . The proposed estimation methodology will be based on the use of (4) for two specific parachute-payload trajectories, namely to horizontal trajectories where the integral term is equal to zero, and to purely vertical trajectories where the integral is equal to g (t f -t i ):
It is important to stress that equations (5) and (6) are exact and apply, within the restriction on trajectory-type, to any canopy shape and reefing design. In addition to the total mass of the parachute-payload system, these equations require the knowledge of a small number of deployment and inflation performance parameters, some of which will be easy to obtain and others, hard to obtain. In the former category one has: 1) inflation duration t f -t i , obtained from video as previously mentioned; and 2) the initial descent rate V i , which can be estimated or simulated [6, 7] . The latter, hard-to-obtain category include: 3) the system's final fall speed V f ; and 4) the integral I F if , which reflects the shape of the force-versus-time curve, and which is known exactly only when load cell data are available. The proposed estimator relies on using (5) and (6) with the following two constraints:
Here V descent is the steady-state fall rate of the system under a fully opened parachute, to be calculated from the standard formula
. Substituting these constraints into (5) and (6) leads to the main results of this paper, namely:
Horizontal trajectory
Vertical trajectory
Again, these results apply to any parachute and reefing designs. In the next section it will be argued that these approximations apply mostly to parachute systems that descend slowly in the steady state, i.e. systems that include most cargo and personnel parachutes.
Justification

Slow final speed and mass ratio
Narrowing the use of (5) and (6) to cases where the final speed is near that of the steady-descent rate means that, after drops from aircraft, the payload-parachute system must have sustained enough deceleration during inflation to decrease the system's speed from a large value to a small value. For this to happen, one needs a drag force that is large enough, and lasts long enough, to force the required momentum change. A necessary condition for this to happen can be obtained by considering the parachute-payload equation of motion for inflation occurring along a purely horizontal trajectory, namely:
Here ρ high is the atmospheric density at deployment altitude. This expression is now re-written in terms of the wellknown (inverse) mass ratio R m which is defined as [8 -10] 
with (SC D ) sd being the parachute's steady-descent drag area † . This ratio is a measure of the airmass co-decelerating with the parachute system, as compared to the parachute-payload's own total mass. Merging (10) and (11) yields:
The left-hand-side of (12) represents the deceleration sustained, here written in a non-dimensional form involving the generalized (and time-dependent) deceleration modulus δ(t). What (12) measures is the system's "ability" for generating a deceleration at a given mass and deployment altitude, as the result of the drag area produced by the parachute. Note that along purely vertical trajectories, the factor a(t) on the left-hand-side is replaced by (a(t) -g) . Equation (12) shows clearly that the deceleration modulus increases with increasing mass ratio. In the limit R m → 0, on the other hand, the system experiences more of a constant-speed profile along horizontal trajectories, or an actual acceleration along vertical trajectories (i.e. a(t) → g).
It is to be stressed that whether V f is near V descent or not will depend not only on the value of the mass ratio, but also on the value of the inflation time (t f -t i ), as well as on the actual evolution of the ratio S(t)C D (t)/(SC D ) sd . In other words, (12) is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for certifying whether V f ~ V descent . This is a fundamental limitation, but one that will be circumvented by determining empirically which values of the mass ratio do yield _____________ † Note that in the case of parafoils, the value of (SC D ) sd is expressed in terms of the span and chord lengths, i.e. as
. This assumes that a parafoil falls straight down like an idealized flat plate in steadydescent, an assumption that is not too far from reality with parafoils deploying with the steering lines stowed to minimize canopy surging during inflation. that small of final speeds. Indeed, it will be shown in the next section that one has V f ~ V descent whenever the parachute-payload system is characterized by R m > 0. 20 . Note that restricting the value of the mass ratio to 0.20 or greater yields descent speeds of 30ft/sec or less. This can be seen by re-writing (11) in terms of V descent as follows:
The symbol V descent high is meant to stress that the descent rate is calculated at deployment altitude. For example, canopies for which (SC D ) sd ) 1/2 ~ 25ft and R m ~ 1.7, such the US Army T-10 canopy, would be descending at about 30ft/sec at 25,000ft MSL. On the other hand, canopies that have three times the diameter, such as the G-11 cargo parachute, would be characterized by R m ~ 6 at that same descent speed. Similarly, canopies that are twice as small (i.e. half scale T-10's) would be characterized by R m ~ 0.8, again at that same descent speed. Finally, a T-10 canopy that is skirt-reefed at 25%-reefing ratio would be characterized by a steady-descent C D ~ 0.2 [8] , which at a 30ft/sec fall rate would yield R m ~ 0.5 (of course, such a parachute would be carrying a smaller suspended weight than the unreefed version of the canopy). All this means that the methodology advanced by this paper shall be valid for personnel parachute applications and for slow-landing speed cargo airdrop systems.
Drag integral at large R m
The second constraint leading to (7)- (8) is motivated by empirical data, which suggests that the value of the drag integral is, for mass ratios exceeding 10 , given by I F if ~ 1/2 ± 50%. This was shown explicitly in reference [1] , from a survey of a few dozens instrumented openings of canopies of different porosities and geometries, and reefing designs. The new data discussed in Section 4 below will further confirm this trend, but also identify a notable exception. One notes the 50%-variation on the estimate, which is not an error-bar proper. Rather, it is an indication that, even though most cases analyzed so far have shown I dis-reefing canopies (either slider-reefed or skirt-reefed), as they exhibit staged openings such as the one sketched in figure 3 .3. This is illustrated in the following reefing-disreefing example, where I F if is calculated via a decomposition in terms of the inflation stages at hand. Specifically, and with reference to figure 3.3 In cases where t dis -t reef → ∞ and t inf-total -t dis → 0, one has I F if → W/F dis , which would then yield I F if → 0 when W << F dis , as is usually the case with most systems that dis-reef long after deployment. Equation (14) and figure 3.3 can be used with slider-reefed systems as well, where t reef -t dis ≡ 0. In most cases, F reef would represent the maximum force sustained during the "slider-up" phase (i.e. the "reefed" phase) and F max to the maximum force sustained during the slider-descent phase (i.e. the "dis-reef" phase) † † † . With such limits, a sliderreefed system would be characterized by: [11] [12] [13] and of Section 4 below. Interestingly, slider-reefed parafoils designed in the 1980's are characterized by triangular drag evolution curves of the type shown in figure 3.1, a case for which I F if ~ 0.5 once again.
As a final note on dis-reefing systems, it can be pointed out that the MI theorem and equations (7)- (8) could be used separately for each inflation stage, thereby avoiding the decompositions illustrated by equations (14) - (15) . However, such an approach requires that the values of V i and V descent that are relevant for each inflation stage be used.
To conclude, these considerations thus suggest I F if ~ 0.5 at R m > 0.2 at least, for a large number of unreefed and permanently reefed systems. Most production slider-reefed parafoils appear to obey this rule as well. But we must exclude the case of skirt-reefed canopies that dis-reef well after full inflation of the reefed stage.
Note that reference [1] also discusses the value of the drag integral I F if for parachutes opening in wind or water tunnel conditions, i.e. conditions where R m = 0. It was found that I F if ~ 1/5 in this regime, as measured on (unreefed) low-porosity flat circular parachutes and on disk-gap-band parachutes. This is a remarkably lower value, as compared with the I F if ~ 0.5 found with low-porosity flat circular parachutes used at higher R m . A possible explanation for this is the fact that constant-speed trajectories cause higher suspension line tensions on the canopies, thereby leading to canopy mouths that require more pressure to open and expand. High-tension lines would thus lead to slower rates of initial drag rise, as pictured in figure 3 .4, and therefore to lower drag integrals. But note that there seems to be exceptions to this low-R m rule as well, for example with the ringslot B-47 braking parachute opening shown in p. . As will be seen in the next section, ringslot-type canopies used at high-R m feature a drag integral that is also higher than the average in that R m -regime. Note finally that the skirt-reefed parachutes discussed earlier, namely those that dis-reefs long after reefed inflation but with very short reefed and disreefed inflation times, become consistent with the I F if ~ 1/5 rule, as I F if → W/F dis ~ 1/4 at either large or small R m . _______ † † † Note that it is possible for slider-reefed parafoil systems to sustain greater opening force during the slider-up phase than during dis-reefing/slider-descent, especially those with large span and chord lengths.
Validation
Database overview
The validation of equations (7) and (8) was carried out by analyzing complete sets of parachute data, namely sets that include both video and load cell data, collected from 67 instrumented test drops and test jumps. Several parachute shapes were considered in order to represent a wide variety of near wakes generated during inflation, including those of low-and high-porosity hemispherical parachutes, parafoils and of a deep cone-type decelerator. These parachutes were tested without reefing, as well as with skirt-reefing or with slider-reefing. In all, the total number of shape and reefing combinations studied amounted to 14 combinations, spanning a mass range of R m = 0.1 -4.0. Note that the validation database contains also several cases that include a large number of repeat drops/jumps under the same canopy loading and deployment conditions.
The analysis of each drop/jump began with a computer study of the video data using frame grabber software and hardware, namely a Belkin Hi-speed USB 2.0 DVD Creator installed on a desktop Windows-PC. The frame grabber allowed the counting of video frames for the determination of inflation duration, within a resolution of 0.03 seconds (defined from the camcorder capture rate of 30 frames per second). This was followed by the analysis of the load cell data of that jump/drop to determine the maximum riser force, as well as to calculate the drag integral I F if using the inflation duration obtained from the video data. Finally, the analysis included an estimate of V i , either via computer simulation of a free-falling "draggy" container box, or via a direct measurement from available barograph data. Note that other input parameters were either calculated or measured directly at the loft, including the parachute-payload weight mg, the value of V descent (either measured by a barograph during the drops, or calculated), deployment altitude (obtained from aircraft altimeter), and mass ratio R m (calculated). All this data were then used to compute F max from (7) and (8), yielding a value that was in turn compared with the measured F max (load cell data). The details of the comparisons are shown in Tables 4.1 -4.13, which are displayed at the end of this paper (one table per page):
Hemispherical and spherical types US Army T-10C (Table 4-1) USAF C-9, unreefed & permanently skirt-reefed (Table 4 -2) ½-scale C-9, unreefed & permanently skirt-reefed (Table 4- Overall, these tables show that, in most cases where V descent < 30ft/sec and R m > 0.20, the measured value of F max typically falls in-between the value computed for a purely horizontal trajectory (equation (7)) and the value for a purely vertical trajectory (equation (8)). Additionally, in cases where the trajectory was either horizontal or vertical, the agreement is typically very good, i.e. within ± mg. Where V descent and R m did not meet these conditions, i.e. at low-mass ratio and at high steady-descent speeds, the disagreement is striking and typically off by a factor of at least 2mg. Note that (7)-(8) yield further uncertainties in cases where the value of V i in not accurately known.
Further discussions
Definition of "beginning" and "end" of inflation
The general determination of inflation duration on the load cell data involved first analyzing the video data to get (t f -t i ), with frame counting beginning at the moment of line-stretch (test drops) or of jumper body rotation (i.e. from falling "belly-to-Earth" to falling "toe first"; test jumps). This value was then transposed onto the load cell data, using the snatch force peak as the mark for initiation of the inflation process.
Although the determination of the end-point of inflation is a straightforward process for some parachutes, for example with slider-reefed parafoils, this process may be more tricky for other systems, in particular with unreeefed systems sustaining over-inflation. Examples include low-porosity canopies that opened very quickly, to go through several cycles of canopy over-inflations and partial collapse due to wake re-contact. In those particular cases, the end-of-inflation criterion was chosen to mark the moment of maximum canopy deformation occurring during the first instance of wake re-contact. As a result, this meant that only the first cycle of canopy over-inflation was usually seen as being part of the inflation process. Note that such a choice is allowed by the momentum-impulse theorem, as the latter is not fundamentally specific on the exact determination of end-of-inflation.
Note also that the slider-reefed parafoil data of Tables 4-10 through 4-13 did not involve the use of video data for inflation duration, but rather the signal of an event switch triggered by the test jumper, upon witnessing the end of slider descent. In such cases, inflation duration was measured by spotting the canopy snatch force and the sliderdescent-ending signal of the event switch, which was directly superposed on the riser data (both riser loads and event switch signal were simultaneously stored into the same data acquisition system).
Contribution of the drag integral I F i
The effect of knowing accurately the value of the drag integral can be assessed in those cases where V descent < 30ft/sec and where the trajectory is either horizontal or vertical. See Tables 4-3a, 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 4-12 and 4-13. Here one notices that the agreement between theory and experiment becomes even better when the approximation I F i ~ ½ is replaced by the actual value of the drag integral. Table 4 -5 can only be the result of error-cancellation, as can be demonstrated by using in (7) the actual value of I F i (equal to 0.2 instead of 0.5), together with the still-wrong V f = V descent . What results then is a factor-2 discrepancy with the measured F max .
Apparent agreement due to cancelling errors
Contribution of the lift force in the case of parafoils
The data of Table 4 -8 shows the comparison between two slider-less parafoils, i.e. one that has a better glide slope (Falcon) than the other (Strato Cloud). Without sliders, parafoils typically begin flying during inflation, even when set at half-brakes. Not surprisingly, such flying is more pronounced with the better gliding parachute. Thus lift has the potential to become an important factor in the calculation of F max . This could explain why equation (7), which does not include a lift term, is not as accurate for the better gliding canopy (Falcon), even though V descent < 30 ft/sec and R m > 1.0. Table 4 -7 shows what happens when analyzing canopies that feature lots of flagging fabric during most of the inflation process. The evolution of the riser loads shows lots of very high frequency transients which may not be connected to pressure build up inside the canopy. In this case the tallest low-frequency peak was chosen instead, resulting in choosing F max = 65lbs rather than 140 lbs. The force evolution graphs provided below the Table suggest why this choice makes physical sense.
Difficulty in determining the "correct" drag peak
Jump-to-jump drag integral -variations
A by-product of this study has been to further document the value of the drag integral over many more parachute shapes and reefing, in the range of mass ratios exceeding 0.10. This new study does confirm the analysis of reference [1] in providing further evidence for the drag integral being in the range I F if ~ 0.3 -0.7 at R m > 0.2. It also shows how the integral varies when the parachute is repeatedly used at the same payload weight and same deployment conditions. In particular, see Tables 4-2 
Open-ended questions
It should be mentioned that the validation database presented here do not include all possible deployment conditions of slow-landing parachutes. One example would include the case of personnel parachutes deployed shortly after jumping -off cliffs or other fixed objects, where possibly V i ~ V descent . Another missing case would be that of personnel parachutes deployed from extremely fast flying platforms, such as ejection seats, where V i /V descent > > 10.
Concluding remarks
This paper has shown conclusively that the value of the maximum drag sustained by inflating parachutes can be estimated reliably using video data together with equations (7) and (8), as long as they are characterized by slowenough steady-state descent rates and large enough mass ratios. The method works well with personnel parachute applications (i.e. skydiving after free fall), as can be verified by using a downloadable Windows program based on equation (8) [20] . The method appears to work well also with slow-landing cargo applications, with the exception of parachutes that dis-reef long after reefed inflation has ended. In that latter case (7)- (8) could still be used, but to analyze separately each reefed and dis-reefing stage while using the relevant initial and final velocities.
It should be added that, in the event that both video and load cell data are available, equations (7) and (8) offer the tools for estimating the value of the initial speed V i (line stretch speed), since F max is then known. This is a particularly useful approach to the estimation of this parameter, which is usually very difficult to measure directly. Note also that another promising use of these formulas could be the outright prediction of opening shock, in cases when the world data on non-dimensional filling time n fill is used for estimating/predicting the value of (t f -t i ). This may not be too far-fetched, given the abundant literature that is already existing (see [1] and references therein for details). 
